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■ NCR has created the world’s 
lightest, most exotic Ducati café 
racer special and the £35,000, 
1100 Evo-engined NCR M4 is 
the first road-legal production 
bike to come with a titanium 
frame. We visited their factory 
in Bologna to drool over its 
magnificence. 

WHAT’S  

THE STORY?

HEADLIGHT / SIDE STAND
LED headlight can be removed with just two bolts and by 

disconnecting one military grade electrical connector to make 
way for a full race fairing, which NCR are still developing. The 
M4’s sidestand is made in aluminium, but for a mere £1400 you 
can have it supplanted by a titanium one. After all, if you’re going 
to spend £34,000, you might as well spend £35,400... 

SWINGARM /SUSPENSION
Aluminium swingarm with a direct suspension link is based 

on the NCR Milona, but you can have it in titanium, if your pockets 
are deep enough. FGRT800 Ohlins forks with machined billet 
aluminium NCR fork bottoms and anodised yokes. Ohlins rear 
shock. Ohlins TTX shock with a titanium spring sold as an option. 
Suspension will be set up and sprung to suit the customer.

EXHAUST / BODYWORK
Carbon-fibre fuel tank and self-supporting seat unit, with 

faired-in LED rear light and indicators. It’s held on with five 
bolts and can be quickly removed to make way for a dedicated 
race tail, sold separately. NCR designed exhaust, made by 
Zard, with the cat hidden well away. Full titanium lightweight 
race exhaust available.

The NCR M16

As if the standard MotoGP-inspired 

Ducati Desmosedici RR road bike 

wasn’t special enough, NCR created 

their own carbon fibre-framed version 

in 2010. The M16 makes the Des seem 

as ordinary as a Fireblade.

This feast of carbon fibre and 

titanium is the first of three built 

and sold for £175,000 with the 

owners having to source the engine 

themselves. It’s back in the NCR 

workshop to be made even lighter and 

more powerful.  

“It’s the masterpiece, like a Mcaren 

P1, Pagani or Ferrari – the best of the 

best”, says Poggipolini. “We wanted 

to create a light bike with Ducati’s 

most powerful engine. Normally you 

don’t see the beautiful engine because 

it’s all covered, but we redesigned 

everything. 

“All the structural parts are one-

piece carbon fibre and everything from 

the suspension tie rods to the rearsets 

is titanium. It weighs 145kg, makes 

over 200bhp and we developed the 

electronics to give it traction control 

and variable power maps.

“There’s a pressurised carbon-fibre 

ram air system, for more power and 

the exhaust is loud – over 120db!”

NCR OWNER MICHELE POGGIPOLINI

‘All the structural parts 

are one-piece carbon-fibre 

and everything from the 

suspension tie rods to the 

rearsets is titanium’

Ducati’s most powerful engine ever 

with a ram air system boosting power 

to 200bhp+ is on full view on the M16

Only three carbon-fibre and titanium M16s have been built: £175,000 without motor
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